Official Report of the elections and result for the Faculty Council for the Faculty of Sciences Staff, Elections 20-22 May 2019

Statistics
Persons entitled to vote 1481
Preference votes 331  22,3%
Blank votes 101  6,8%
Attendance rate 432  29,2%

Pharmaceutical Sciences
Seats 1
Votes 212  64%
VLAM
1. Johan Rozenbrand (1) 164  49,5%
2. Herre Talsma 48  14,5%

Mathematics
Seats 1
Votes 119  36%
Mathematics
1. Frans van Dam(1) 71  21,5%
2. Roald Verhoeff 48  14,5%

Informatics-Iris Ren has been elected
Physics-Gerhard Blab has been elected
Biology-Mike Boxem has been elected
General-Caroline Rutten has been elected

The staff section of the Faculty Council 2019-2021 consists of the members:
General Caroline Rutten
Mathematics Frans van Dam
Informatics Iris Ren
Chemistry vacature
Pharmaceutical Sciences Johan Rozenbrand
Physics Gerhard Blab
Biology Mike Boxem

The election committee Faculty of Science
23 May, 2019

MJ van Steenbergen (chairman) CHM Hens (secretary)